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  1. Introductien

    This paper aims to find a policy of the regional investment allocation to maxi-

mize the national income under the condition where there is no wide regional income

disparity at the end of the p}anned period.

    It was M. A. Rahman!t2' who first oriented tke study but he treated a cen-

tralized economy and did not consider the equalization of regional income. Later,

N. Sakashita3) modified Rahman model into a mixed economy which consists of

private and public sectors. He treated the case of two regions as M. A. Rahman

did, and his result was extented into n-region model by Y. Ohtsuki.`) However,

in both two researches, the detailed research of the regional income disparities has

not been made. On the other hand, E. Yamamura5,6) investigated the regional

development medel under the condition that any wide regional income disparity

do not result at the enC{ of the planned period. IR his study, he represented the

regional economic growth model as a system of differ6nce equations and analyzed

them by numerical methods in discrete space. Furthermore, he proved the existence

theorem of the solution in tlte case where the minimum proportion of regional

investment was variable.

    In this paper, we shall consider the regiona} economic growth model that we
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 reframe the Yamamura formulation a continuous space format.

   2. Mathematical Fermulation

     In this chapter, we shall represent the mathematical formulation of two region

 growth model as follows5i6):

                                                                     '
         dui
          dr =Aui(1-ri(&xi+&aig>+arsixi (1)

         da2
          dr'T="Pliu2(1umr)(Slxr+Slivii)+RirsSI2Jt2 (2)

 Where,
        xi: the regional income of region i.

        Pt: the productivity of investment of region i.

        St: the saving ratio of region i (O<St<1)

        ui: the lnvestment allocation rate to region i.

       Di: the minimum proportion of investment of region i.

        r: the local autonomy rate.

     xi(T): the regional income of region i at the end of the planned period T.

     This model seems to be clear that the variations of the regional incomes are

 made by the both investments of the central and local authority through the pro-

 ductivity of investment. And at the end of the planned period, there ls no wide

 regional income disparity. We also assume that the extreme investment ln specific

 regions is not made.

     Furthermore, we can get the equation such as totai investments :=total savings

 by adding (1) and (2).

         ,li.ll, --ii:i- -fl-:-L == t9.., si xi ,,,

     It is the main purpose to maximize the national income at the end of the

 planned period such as xi(7)+x2(T) under these conditions. This purpose can be

 written as follows:

         x,(T)+x,(T>=iif(-d-,!it-:i=+-g･ladr2)cit+x,(o)+x,(o)->max '(g)

     Subject to (1)i--(7)

 In the follQwing context, let I?i, St be constant for simplicity.
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  3. Analysis in Phase Plane

    In this chapter, we shall analyze how the solutions of (l)N(7) will behave by

using a phase plane. The phase plane represents the orbit of the regional income

growth as the poiRt (ci, v2) in Cartesian Coordinates.7,8)

    Now, we rewrite the equations (1) and <2) as follews:

        dui
         dr --allXl+a12X2 (1'>
       -t'di''ti}-=a21 Xl+a22 t2 (2')

In vector representation:

        --d,-,ge--=:A., .-(:l), A=(ZllZ,iO (iO)

Where:

        aiiuraui(1-riS+LrS ai2:Ltti(1-O&
                                                                (11)
        a2i=4u2(1-DS a22--4u2(1-r)q+4r&
    Though ui are constrained by (4), (5) and (6), ui can move in the interval

O$uiSl corresponding to the variation of Di. We put u2 =1-ui in order to show

the changes of aij as in Table 1.

                 Table 1. The changes of aij' corresponding to ui

s.s...

 ae.J'

 ul l
. ....L..um..l o

all

a12

a21

a22

17t rSi

o

'l

I
L

&(1-i)Si

l>&

1

a s,

k (1 - ib Si

o

l> r&

    Next, we consider the regional incomes

        -f3cli:-t:-i-=aiici+ai2Jv2=O ･'･ Jt2=

        -E-2:----?--=a2ixi+a22c2=O ･'･ x2'

    ARd usiBg the relation'fZ-£i2"' =7E(,lli'?-/nvdwwdlli}-

in Table 2.

Xl

'

             d tlt
 and x2 when --dr--- =

ail
nv,,･･･-･-  Xl
al2
         (a12, a22*O)
a21

ndm...,...･- Cl
a22

           da2
the changes                can be
            d vi

O as follo ws :

shown as
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Table 2.
The changes of -d
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    And using
as in Table 3.

the notations (1') and (2'), the

 Here, we assume a22-al2>O.

inequa}ities in Table 2 are represented

Table 3･ The relation between
dx2
   and xidxl

d c2

dxl

Xl, X2

I

S:l )i

     allX2> --2il7t Xl

l
X2 )' all-a21

      Xla22-a12

L
     allX2 < - -alT2rm Xl

]
X2 S-

all-a21
      Xla22-a12

os ddXx21 <1
,

X2<
all-a21
a22-ali Xl

-,. g:i .o

dx2
   < -1deI

:

X2)-M
al!+a21
ao+a.Xl
2. 1.

     all+a21
X2<-           Xl     a22+a12

:2 >
all-a21
      Xla22-a12

X2 S- - Sil$:ii Xl

x2>--:intl£li xi

    We can obtain the situation of

phase plane by the result in Table

into subplanes having the following

(xi,a2) and its directien

3. Consequently xi-x2
boundaries:

of growth path

phase plane is

 in the

divided

X2 =
  all
- ne･･- Xl
  a12

(12)

X2 =
  a21
ve -,････- Xl
  a22

(13)

all um a2!
X2 = -'umnv

a22 - a12 n
(14)

Ih= -
all + a21

      - Xla22 + a12
(15)

    Furthermore,

4 corresponding to

we shall indicate

 the changes of

 the changes of

aid in Table 1.

boundaries (12) t-(15) in Table
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    As the continulty of ai,d is hoid with respect to ui, the boundaries in

plane change continuously within the limlt expressed in Table 4. Under

conditions, we show the boundaries corresponding to ui :O as solid ]ines and

as dotted line in Fig. i. Here, we set r as:

                 Table 4. The changes of the boundaries due to ui

   135
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Fig. 1. The phase plane of xi and x2.



x2(O)) at t-O. The arrows show
the direction of the orbit of the

regional income growth, and this

corresponds to the differential co-

        de2
            at each point.efficient
        dui
    In this study, we shall find

some existence theorem of the
solution which starts from the iR-

itial value shown in Fig. 2 and

satisfies the boundary condition xi

(T> =x2(T) at t= T, namely is on

the line c2=xi. And we shallin-

vestigate the soiution which max-

imizes the distance d from lthe

origin. TheorbitCDand@shown
in Fig. 2 are the exarnples that do

  4. Hamiltonian Approach

    We analyzed the case that the

no solution by means of the phase

    In this chapter, we shal! consider

of the equations (1>t-t(7) by the

Pontrijagin maximum principleg),

thesystemofthedifferentlal '

        H(xl, x2, ¢1, ¢2, Ul, U2)

    A neccessary condition such that

ipi(T) and ip2(T) satisfied following

       H( ti, x2, ¢1,

   Where, ipi and ¢2 are the
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       o< arsi -ft&(1 =.r) S- <1< 4rs, .S,{ - ri s'< OO

    In Fig. 1, we indicate the changes of boundaries as arrows and the value

corresponding to (xi, x2). And we show the only first quadrant of Fig. 1 in Fig.

because we shall only investigate the case where xi and x2 are nonnegative.

    Each point of ¢, @ and @
represent the inltia} value (xi(O),

                                         da
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t
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o

                                                      xi

                      Fig. 2. The orbit of regional income growth.

                   not fu1fiil the boundary condition.

              Analysis

                   system of the differential equations (1)t--(7) has

                   plane in ckapter 3.

                     the existence and the behavior of the system

               Hamiltonian approach analysis. We shall lntroduce

                 because this study is an optimization problem of

              equations. The Hamiltonlan is defined as fo11ows:

  (1+¢i)((Piui(1-r)S+Lr&)xi+Piui(1-r)&x2]
                                                    (16)
+(I+¢2)(4u2(1-riSxi+(4u2(1-r)&+4r&)x2]

  (1+¢1)(allXl+a12X2)+(1+¢2)(a21Xl+a22X2)

                     zZi and de2 maximize xi(T)+x,(T) is to exlst

                  equatloR:

      ¢2, de1, de2)IH( tl, x2, ¢1, ip2, ul, u2) (17)

               auxiable variab}es satisfied following equations:
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       ri`driprmL==-OaHx,-=-(an(1+¢i)+a2i(1+ip2)1 ' (18)

        `idipt2- =:---6a-t6-ll =-(ai2(1+gbi)+a22 (l+gb2)) (19)

    And the transversality condition is as follows:

       ¢,(T) x,(T>+¢,(T) t2(T) =:O (2o)
    The transversality condition is equlvalent to the following equation correspond-

ing to xi(T) =x2(T)4O.

       ip,(T)+¢,(71) =:O (2 1)    The equation (17) shows that z2i and z22 maximize H at each time t, but they

aure constrained by (3)N(5). H can be written as follows:

        H=((1+¢i)Lui+(i+¢2)4u2](1-O(Sxi+&x2)+LrSxi+4rS2x2

    We notice that H is a linear function with respect to ui, and u2. Then, we

can get ui and u2 which maximize H from following lemma 1.

    Lemma 1
    Let us consider the following optimization problem.

                               n       maximize F(ui,･･･,un)=:aiui
        (ui,･-:un) i==1
subject to

       al > a2 > ･････- > a.

       ,£=,ui=1) cri;-Sui=<:Pi, Orm<cri;:;lwswwi, Pi=1-j...-,cr,

    Then, the so}utions of this problem are given by the followlng equations.

       u,--P,, u,--cr, (i>=2)

    Proof
    We shall introduce the Lagrangian L from Kuhn-Tucker theorem, because this

problem is the optimization problem under the equality and inequality conditions.

        L=--ttl,a･tztt+2(tl.l.,ut-i)+,,l.,k(at-ui)+,#..,St(ui-&) ;'

    A neccessary coRdition of this problem is to exist ztb 2, ri, bi which satisfy

the following system of equa£ions,

        aL
       "O'Mu'I' == O

        OL
       rvrmortTrm = O

                   OL        6L
        ar,;;IO, rmmormr;.rmri=O riliO
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                    6L        aL
        "a6,ntIO, TsL/6i±O Si)-O(i=1,2,･･･,n)

    We obtain the next equations which are equivalent to the equations mentioned

above.

        -ai+1-k+6i =O

        n        X Ud --i
        j' :-1

        crt-uiS-O, ri(ai-ui)=O r2O

        u,-B,slO, 6,(u,-P,)==O 6,21IO

        If i>7', then -ai+2-ri+tii=-aj+2-h+aj

        :･ ai-aj=h-ri-I-6i-6j

        ･'･ rJ･ or Si ls posltlve,

        k>O--->zai･=crj, 6j=O

        6,>o-u,=p,, ri=O

                                      nn        If Vrd>O, then uf--ajand2I]uj=Xcrj.ww<1
                                     j-rm1 J'--1

                                              n
        .'. ud=ai satisfies the condition only for £ ad=l
                                              j' =1

                       11    This means that ai=-ii- and uj=Pj by the relation Pi =1-jZ.,aj---ii

               n        when Z]aj<1, Nks.t.rj=O. Then tij>OandujH-Bj
              y-rm-1

        As Zui=1-Pj and Zai=1-Pi
            i# j' i#j
        we obtain ui=cri and tii=O.

        If i<7', then ai-aj=O-ri+O-6j<O

    Thisshowscontradiction .'. ]'--1
    This means that ui=:Pi, ui=cri (i>..,2)

    It is clear that these solutions maximize the objective function of the problem.

                                                            Q. E. D.
    From this Lemma 1 we can see that the maximization of H is made by the

foliowing equations.

       z2i=1-a,z22=:D2 if(1+sbi)Pi>(1+gb2)4 (22)

       ab,=D,, ti,==1-D,if(I+¢,)P,<(1+¢,).Pl, (23)
    Because, ¢i and gbli are the so!utions of the system of £he differentlal equations

(18) and (19), and they are continuous with respect to t. The set of t satisfied

(22) or (23) has its inner point. Then, z"{i and de2 are piecewise constant, and we

can deve}op Lemma 2 as follows:
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    Lemma 2
    CoeflficleRts ai,･ of the system of the differential equations (lo) satisfied -d-ttt-'-- =O

at almost everywhere. In other words, aiv- are a piecewise constant.

    From this Lemma 2, we can treat the system of the diffeyential equations (iO)

as one of constant coefficient.

  5. The Optimal Regienal InvestmeRt Allocation Policy

    5.1 Pliase plane approach

    We assume that the system of the differential equations (1)iv(7) has solutions,

and we shajl consider how the regional investment allocation would be decided to

maximize the national income. Later, we will investigate the existence of the

solution of the system.

    In the chapter 4, we could see thas the optimal rate of the investment alioca-

tion were ab}e to be obtained by (22) and (23). In this chapter, we shall consider

when the poiicy should be done ln time interva! O$tST. Let ¢i and ¢2 be the

solutions of the differential equations (28) and (19). We set qi=1+¢i.

    Then:

         do1
        intilntt -- pmaii9iuma2i92 (18t)
        dip2
        ptd'IM"= rm a1291'a2292 (19t)

        {p,(Zll)+sp,(T) =2 (21t)
And in vector representation we have:

        --tth--=-A*g, g=(:;) (24)
    Where A* means a conjugate matrix of A. Let us depict a phase plane of
gi and g2 likewise xi and x2. The variations of lilll can be shown in the fo!low-

ing Tab!e s as -C
cilipip---2

,-

 = -{lll-i-9g-l{-: aa2,l$i--, -do,'ltttL= Oog2= - -ZXI gi, nvaclltip'ua =O<i>g2 =- ZI: gi･

                                                  d9                   Table S. The relation between Pt and 'ttip//'

.,,.d....9,.,..?.,.

d9. I.

Pl, 92

I{iip-2.'

 CZ9Pl
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  91
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tttttt..t ttt......ttt

k I2i' ... g2>--' tt'a'iE./Ii"iiXfii+i.i.ffl. I
'ttt'jtttt t"t""tt'tttttttT'ttttttt

92S"n'a"i2':wwAar2r{'9i
Aan-I)2ai2

'I'' tr'--･ft,-'Ui so

''51' It,-'2,--<Iltr'''"'

rmr'"' dq2 E    'urgr <- haa"

P2<' rc.tt=-a'/a>','9i
'nau-na12

92ttt:.:aa2i+1'ba2rmi9i
I'lan+' lliai2

9e<- pia2i+iiidv,'9i
Plan+"Pbai2

.ffe). '-P. h'mmar22ww`'t-'aumEI" 9i ...-
Raii-]Phai2

9.ef-bea'ffi,in+'p>a,, 9i
zaan+Ihai2'

l'

'i'
P2> :'Aa2i+lba22

aan+1bai2
91
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    Therefore, because of the situation (gbg2) and its moving direction

-g2 plane is devlded lnto subplanes which have the following bouRdaries

              all
       92 = -                 9i
              a21

              a12
       92=-                9i              a22

            L aii - 4 ai2
       92= 4a22-La2i

              L an +4 ai2
       92 = - Il a2i+4a22

    Next, we shall show the change of the boundaries mentioned above

6 coreresponding to aij in Table 1.

              Table 6. The changes of the boundaries in 9i-92 plane

dip2

dip1 , 91

:

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

in Table

Coethcient of 91.

Ul

all

a21

al2

a22

o 1

 Rr
Pli (1 - i)

l

i - oo

e

F
A(1-i)..

 Pbr

Raii-4ai2
1]laa22-Aa2i .

   i Pl7S,

--

ny.i'nv...ll,(l},S,-P,(1-7bS,)

1'

l

P,(aS,-P2(1-7bSz,)
     P227;S2

            Aan + Phai2                                  PriSl..
                             ]IS'(]PE&+A(1=7)Sii'            Pla21+&a22. . .
                                 r

    Fig. 3 shows the phase plane of n and g2 due to the result of Table 6.

    We obtain the orbit of gi and g, where gi(T>> p,2+K4T or gi(T)< T.?,2+44,

because the interaction of the transversality condition gi(T)+g2(T> =2 and the
switching point of controls Rig,(T) :11,g,(T> at t=T is (.?,2+`llii,},-, L2+Rpih). The

orblt is depicted iR Fig. 4.

    There are three possible cases for the orbit of gi and g2 due to the variations

of the minimum proportion rate Di and a. Namely, as we deRote the line as

                   clip2 A
g2=:a(ui) gi such that do, = 4 is held, one of the following cases is realized.

       (1) cu(Q)'TtLand cr(1-"a')g'?S

                             -
                 L
       (2) cr(Q)>,                 ,4 >a(i-D2)

                              .l l,
       (3) a(Q) and cr(1-D2)) ph

1
I

P,(ASi+1)2(1-7)S2)
     .PIIfS2
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Corresponding to these

following:

      O Pigi(t)>P2g,(t)

      @ P,gi(t)<Pbg,(t)

          Pi gi(t) = P2 g2(t)

          Pip,(t) > P2g2(t)

      @ Pi9i(t)>P292(t)

          2?,g,(t) = Plig,(t)

          Pi qi(t) < 4g2(t)

      @ 1l,g,(t)<Plig2(t)

   Then we can get the

   Theorem 1
   Assume that the solution

Fig. 3.

cases,

  The phase plane of 9i and 92･

the behaviors of gi(t) and g2(t) are

following

  of the regional growth
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    Fig. 4. 'l]he behaviors of 9i and 92･

Table 7. The optimal regional aliocation policy
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v
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OK tK t*
l
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ul= D2, u2= l-D2 ul=1-D2, u2 :D2

u1==1-D2 lt2=D2 ul == Dl, u2= 1- Dl

Ul :Ul*, ZL2=1-tti
l

I
I

ui=:1-D2, tt2=rD2

Ul=Ui u2==1-ttf

ul=Dl, u2 :1-Dl

zei='aDi, tt2==1-D!

ttl= Dl, u2 :=1-D!

policy of regional iRvestment allocation wh

incomes is any one of the cases shown in

   Here, u,* means the value of ui such

   Preof

ich maximizes

Table 7.

that4g2=Pi9i

the sum

and do2
    dip1

of two

 a
 4'

regional
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    From Lemma 1 and the linearity of Hamiltonian H with respect to z{i, the
optimal policy of regional investment allocation i, ii, ili and vi is corresponding to

Ot-v@ in (1) and (3) mentioned above. And so it is suflicieRt to pyove iv and v.

    We shall depict case (2) in the phase plane Fig. 5 of gi and g2. In Fig. 5,

there are five points from Qi to Qs gratifying the boundary condition gi(T) +g2(T) =

2. 9i aitd Qs are on the orbit corresponding to case i and case ii. When we
choose 92 for the boundary coltdition, the optimal policy of regional allocation is

zti=Db u2 :1-D2 at t*<t$T due to Ht*<t,<.,Tsuch that .lligi(t)<4g2(t).

    When we had performed a policy such as or.i==Di, zt2==1-Di at t<t* assttming
Ln (t*)==4g2(t*) at t=t*, Ltt--i-<--4i---- holds and g2=g2(gi) curve is under g2=-i41[-- gi

(see dotted }ine). Therefore Pigi>Rig, is held and the optimal policy should be

ui=1-D2 and u2=D2. This means contradiction. And when we had carried out
a policy that ui=1-D2 and u2 =D2 at t<t*, ii$'21'> 'i'il""' holds and g2=g2(gi) curve

            P.,
is above g2=' ]ilE'gi･ So the optimal policy sholuld be ui::::Di and zt2=1-Di, and

thls shows contradiction. Consequently, the optimal policy at tSt* must be per-
formed so that gi(t) and g2(t) are on the line g2= -fi'-- gi. WheR we denote the

optimal policy as ui==ui, u2==1-zt!". We have:

                 L clk.22.                                           Ri
        902,,,..ufxx'L"{Dlu,.,ul'' Ugb'1'zt,==uf=:]Fli"

    When the boundayy condition is 93 or Q4, the proof is similar to the analysis

9,
dep,

P,

/
---d9tu,=zDiP2

rp2= X'rp

x -----!x

2 /dg2p,
a,

'--s

,e2N

ii dip,u,=t-D,-M-

Q,¢1

l

a.

9,+op2=2

Fig. 5. The behaviors 9i and 92 (case of cv <1-D2)<'
$l--<cv(Di)>･
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rnentioned above. 9. E. D.
    Corollary 1-1

    ui and u2" are the time invariaRt constants.

    Proof
    From the definition of ze{', Pigi xx4g2 and 'S$i-=uzl'iS""'- are realized at ui =zttt.

        dip2 a1291+a22q2
        dip1 - al19!+a2192

            rm am4gi+a224g2.
            nd'aii4gi¥a2i4g2

            un ai24qi+q..22Lgi
            -'aii4gi¥'a2!Lgi

              ai24+a22L A
            th aiiP2+a2iPi - 4

    Because this re}ation is not dependent on time, ui and u2' are independent of

    We have a questioR of how we choose an allocation po]icy in the cases from

i to iv when the planned perlod T and the values of gi(T) aRd g2(T) are given.

For thls question we must consult the concrete behaviors of gi(t) and g2(t). Next,

we shall try to investigate the behaviors of qi(t) and g2(t).

    5.2 Behaviors of qi(e and q2(t)

    Let gi(t) and g2(t) be solutions of the system of differential equations (24). We

assume that the system (24) is transformed into (30) by the linear transformation (29).

        B･(:IY,l)-(il[2,) B=(21112Ii) (2g)

        -S-1 (Zl[!]) -(an (ZI[ii) (3o)

        i.e. e,(lt-07-'=:R,,7,, -d-,i07tcz-=:2,,7,

Substituting (29) into (30):

        B･`,d,,-. (:l) --BA* (:l) - -S- -- (Z,i) -= (6i 2,) B(:l)

    From the arbitarity of ($;), -BA* ==(Roi 9,) B

        ･ (21i 21i) (:Zill I:i,i)-(:$;II il2,ii) (3i)

    Consequently, we can see that Ri and 22 are eigen va}ues of -A and (bn,bi2),

(b2b b22) are eigen vectors corresponding to Ri and 22. Therefore, i'f we find eigen
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values and eigen vectors of -A, we can obtain the liRear transformation (29).

    The eigen equation of A is dee(A-2E)=:O.

    Where, E meaRs 2x2 unit matrix.

        .'. 22-(all+a22)2+alla22-a12a21==O

        ･'･ 2me"2i"'(aii+a22±V'('a'Ii+a2I')'i'l'1:"'4"'('all'a22-ali'tt"il//-1

             ='l"'(aii+a22±V'('al'{':'ii"tt"E'//')'2'+""4'k',"iU>'i")

    2 is a real number because of (aii-a22)2+4ai2a2i>O. And set f(2)EE22-(aii+

a22)2i+aiia22-ai2a2i･ Then f(O)=aiia22-ai2a2ik.IO by the xesult in Table 1. The

graph off(2) as a function of R has a positive axis and its value at 2=O is

nonnegative. Then we can see that two real roots of f(2)==O are nonnegative.

Let us deRote the roots O$2i<22.

    The eigen equation of -A is det(A+2I!;)==O.

        .'. 22+(all+a22)2+alla22rma12a21=O

    Set g(2)i:22+(an+a22)2+a"a22-ai2a2y Then g(-2)=f(2). Accordingly the
graph of g(2) is symmetric to f(Z) at 2=::O. The eigen values of -A aye both

nonpositive and they aste given by -R2<-RisSO. And the eigen vectors are as

follows:

        f(2i-aii)bii-ai2bi2==O J(22-aii)b2i-ai2b22=O

        (-a2ibii+(2i-a22)bi2=O l-a2ib2i÷(22-a22)b22==O

        .'. bii=ai2, bi2==Ri-aib b2i=:22-a22, b22==a2i

        '" B==(2a,il.,, 2iww:;;)

w

W----9Clt) wmf(Z)

aita22"a12a2f

-A, -?lto Jll Z, 1

Fig.6. Graphs of f(2) and g (2).
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    Through the linear transformation we have:

        sc,l)=-(IiSl)

        :. rpi=:cieH2it, rp2=c2e-22t

    By the way, ui and u2 have a possibility that they change their values at t=t*.

In such a case the coeflicients of (29) must chaRge and the eigen values 1i and 22

also change. And let us represent the changes of the coefficients and the eigen

values as follows:

        Owuww<t:;lt*=I>b,j, 2,

        t* <tfi T >b:･j, 21･

    Consequently, we obtain the exact solutions nyi and n2 with the boundary con-

dltion gi(7])+g2(7])=:2 in the following:

        rp,(t)=(bii9i<t*)+bmg2(t*))e-2i""t" o;st;st*

               (bligi(T)+b{2(2-yi(T>)e-]l(`-i" t*StsT

        rp,(t)-E.2il9,i(,`;],;b;,ptl),f.-2jl`1[l.,,,-., 2.{l`E".

    When Ri XE 2C･ i.e. the policy of the investment allocation change at t=t*,

Pigi(t*)=4g2(t*) holds and, rpi and rp2 must be continuous at t=t*. Then we get:

        (bii4pi(t")+bi2Agi(t"))==4(b{igi(T>+b{,(2-g,(T))eumalCt*-T'

        (b2il }i 9i (t") + b22 Il gi (t")) == 4(bSi gi(T) + b6,(2 - g,(T)) e-R6(`LT'

The ratio of the both equations is as follows:

        l-ll PAii.7-2-;2,-"Li)--i-- == -?i-S- /l･:.'ES- ;/t m:- i- -2-;/･gi $t (, ill-] e('･{-2s)(T-t')

    Then, we obtain the following theorem.

    Theorem 2
    If there exists some t* such that O<t*<T and

        -2"ii,ww4i'i)b""+""wwi'rl:2i-l7 :::: ;211i'Ii[2I/f' 2iii :i[ l-i･e`R{-"i'(i'-`" (32)

is realized for the optimal policy of investment allocation ui(T) and the eigen values

corresponding to ui(T) which are decided the relation Rigi(T))'<4g2(T) at t :T,

then t=t* is a switching time of optimal policy.

    Corollary 2-1

    When the planned period T is sufficiently short and
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       -gl･ll-P.h･･-±.-Z--ii/tPi,l- ), ---g-･2--1-･zi･･±.-------･-[･･-ei･･･-1i･11=,･････-･･ei･････1,2i),---//2,--[--3---l･･l----

holds, the optimal policy of the investment allocation is concentrated to the either

of two regions.

    Proof
    As e(21-21)T is a continuous function with respect to T, there exists some positive

numbey 6 such that O<VT<6,

        -2--;--}ft-----,'-----2---;z,--,"-i7i--,-- ii -l--S--;･:-,,--E-2---;-;-I---l-,:l $:[-･g----l- ,(2(-2`)iT

        ･'･ o<vt*<T<6, 2;l-fll:$S-;:k-g2-;:{2-f.2-;:',$:-[g3 ea{-2`){T-t')

    This shows that there is Bo switching time in the optima] policy. 9.E. D.

    5.3 Existence Theorem

    Up to the present, we have discussed the analysis under assuming that the

system of the differential equations (1).-v(7) had the solutions. Now, we must in-

vestigate the existence of the solutions of (1)tv(7).

    If we assume that (10) is transformed into:

        -£-- (yl:i),)-(ewzlci',)

by a iinear transformation (f;; f;:) (li; [il)==(gl [f)))･

    Then, we can see that 2i and Z2 are the elgen values of A and (cii, ci2), (c2i, c22)

are the eigen vectoxs of A through the same discussions in 5.1.

         :. O$2i<22 and

             (fl:li) (Zll ".li) -- (II:;l II:Ii)

         . J(all-21)cll+a21c12:=O f(an-22)c2+a21c22=O

    Thus, we

of B. Undey

dy2
"' ltmm""=2iY2･ And we have

    Where, di and ch are

ze2 as follows:

itCl12Cll+(a22-11)C12:=O (a12C21+(a22-22)C22==O

CII=:a21, C12ue:21-all, C21=:22-a22, C22==a12

                                               ,(IIii llO==(ffiLa,, 2'-:l',)==(2i2, 21i)

 can see that c is a matrix which is replaced the diagonal elements
 this linear transformation, (1) and (2) are turned into --fl'Z"-i'- =2iyi and

            general solutions yi xx dleRit, y2 = dhe22t.

            constant and also decided by the switching time ari and
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       y,(t)=(:2i,i.XIi.b,i{2,:is))ejl:,,-., 9.;iimrm.t,tlllit".

        y,(t)=((,2i,lstax.!,lci,21,,m., 2st-.t,tLt;.

    Where, x?-== xi(O> and xf･'=-x,i(T), i=1, 2.

    Because of the continuity of yi (t) at t=t*:

                                     '        (b22XO+ bi2xS) eai"=:(bE,x,i'+ b{,x,i) eRr(tLT)

        (b2ix?+biix8)e"2`'=(bE,x,7'+bf,x,i')eaS<t'-T)

    Cancelling xl' and x2V' to use the relation xi'=x2T in the equations above, we

have:

                            (b21ml.+b,,x8)(bS,+bl,.).
        e(2intA2)t'-(2'z-22')t'+{).tH26)T=
                            (b,,x?+b,,xB)(b5,+b{,)

    Then, we can obtain the following theorem 3.

    Theorem 3
    In the regional growth model represented as (1) and (2), the intial regional

incomes are x? and xS, the terminal regional incomes at the planned period t= T

are equalized, and the nationa} income (xi(7>+x2(T>) is maximized if and only if:

        ,(2i-22>t'-ac-)･`)t'+a`-2`)T- Eb,:,i :i-l 21;:i', [2i,;l2- i;j- (34)

    Preof
    From the investigation mentioned above, the necessary condition has already

been proved. Then, we may only prove the suflicieRt condition.

    From the general theory of the ordiRary differential equation, there exist the

unique solutions ai(t) and ix2(t) for the intial coRdition :ci(O):= Jt? and a,(O) :Jt8, if

we do not regard with the boundary condition ci(T) :=x2(T). Transforming (34)

into the equation as follows:

        cT .-,,, --E-"2tt-,,-l-l --bb--i,//-{e--:- ec2i-2i)t*t-2ff' = -h--z-i-ttd:/-I･II---sb-tk.;-X-2e.. e(2,-2,')t*-i-2,'T

and setting xi(T)iiix2(T)iExT, we can see that this relation satisfies the boundary

condition.

    Therefore, the terminal regional incomes at t::=T are equalized. And in these

solutlons ui and u2 are selected as the optimal ratio of regioRal investment allocation.

Concequently, the national income at the planned period t=T is maximized. The

proof of the sufllcient condition is completed. Q. E. D.
    Corollary 3-1

    Assume that there is a regional iRcome disparity at the initial time aRd the

planned period T is very short. Then, the equalization of the regional incomes

at t=:T can not be made.
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    Proof

    There comes into being bi,j=b:･d (i,j'=1,2) because x?¥x8, and there is no

switchlng point in the optimal policy from corollary 2-1.

         . (b,,x?+b,,xS)(bS,+b{,) (b,,x?+b,,xS)(b,,+b,,)
        ･･ '"<"''b"5E'''2il?"+""''""''b""IE"}'l"um//)""''('6,)E'"'':FL"'E''"Uii')'''"":"'//''b"E'''5'ii}'9+""'''""'''tt''//''I""','t"'6/5"<'5["E':'iF'"'"''b'"''l5'5" tsE i

    On the other hand, 2i, =2:･ (i-rw1, 2) holds.

         .'. e(2tww22)ti+(A{-2{>t"{N(2f-2.:)T=e(2i'22)T-m->1 as T-O

    This means that (34) is not satisfied if 7' is veyy smalL Theyefoxe, from the

theorem 3 the equalization of the regienal incomes can not be made. Q. E. D.

  6. CoRelusioR

    This paper has investigated how we sltould make a policy of regional invest-

ment allocation to maximize the natlonal income in the regional growth model

represented by (1)-(7).

    Firstly, we have investigated the optimal policy of the lnvestment allocation

assuming the existence of the solutions (l)"v(7). Secondly, we have examined the

existence of the solutions correspoRding to the optimal policy. Under these pro-

cedures we have been able to obtain the existence tlteorem and some results for

the optimal policy. These give the exact theoretical proof to the simulation analysis

in the papers 5) and 6).
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                                      Summary

   We have investigated the regional economic growth model that we reframe Yamamura for-

mulation a continuous space format. The main resu}ts are as follows.

   (1) Assume that the solution of the regional growth model with the equations from (l) to (7)

exists, the policy of regional investment allocation which maximizes the sum of two regional in-

comes is any one of the cases shown in Table 7.

   (2) If there exists some t* such that O<t*<T and the equation (32) is realized for the optimai

policy of investment allocation tti(T) and tlie eigen values 2:･ corresponding to ttt(T) which are

decided the reiation such as Pi9i7'i?h92T at t::'L T, t= t* is a switching time of the optimai policy.

   (3) When the planned period T is suficiently short and the equation (33> holds, the optimal

policy of the investment allocatjon is concentrated to the eitl]er of two regions.

   (4) In the regional growth model represented as (1) and (2), the initial regional incomes are x2

and xS, the terminal regional incomes at the planned period t==T are equalized, and the national

income is maximized if and only if the equation (34) is satisfied.

   (5) Assume that there is a regional income disparity at the initial time and the planned period

T is very short, the equalization of the regional incomes at t= T cannot be made.


